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the
company
ASTURIANA DE LAMINADOS S.A., operating under the brand name elZinc®, has in 
just a few years become a reference within the rolled zinc sector, and is nowadays the 
third largest producer worldwide.
 
elZinc® products comply with the highest quality standards and outdo the requirements 
outlined in the EN988 standard. Thanks to our investment in R&D+i and the use of the 
best and latest technology, elZinc® achieves top-quality products and services.

Our Commercial and Technical departments at elZinc® deliver a personalised customer 
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international 
vision

elZinc® is currently developing its activity all over the world.

vision: to be a world leader in the rolled zinc sector by developing 
quality products and offering a new alternative to our clients.

In the coming years, we intend to strengthen this leadership, 
consolidating and developing the positions we have achieved in 

potential regions.

Activities in foreign markets represent 98% of our consolidated 
sales.

Distribution of elZinc´s products worldwide:

USA

CANADA

SPAIN

ALGERIA

MOROCCO

TURKEY

BRAZIL

PORTUGAL

IRELAND

GREAT

BRITAIN

FRANCE

NETHERLANDS

BELGIUM

GERMANY

DENMARK

SWITZERLAND

ITALY

POLAND

SWEDEN

CZECH REP.
SLOVAKIA

AUSTRIA
HUNGARY

ISRAEL

CHINA
SOUTH

KOREA
JAPAN

NEW

ZEALAND

AUSTRALIA
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Our dedication and commitment to our clients, and the pursuit of 
the improvement of our products and services, are the basis of 
our Quality Policy.

As a result of this continual pursuit of improvement, we have 

9001:2008 standard, thus ensuring a comprehensive control of 
all of our processes and products.

the requirements established by standard EN 988.

pillars; for this reason, studies have been conducted by 

quality

Product Requirements  EN 988 Standard elZinc titanium zinc

Zinc

Copper 0.08 - 1.0% 0.08 - 0.2%

Titanium 0.06 - 0,2 % 0.07 - 0.12%

Aluminium

DIMENSIONS/TOLERANCES FOR STANDARD PRODUCTS

Thickness of sheets/coils ± 0.03 mm ± 0.02 mm

Width of sheets/coils + 2 / - 0 mm + 1 / - 0 mm

Length of sheets + 10 / - 0 mm + 2 / - 0 mm

Straightness

Flatness

min. 100 N/mm2 min. 110 N/mm2

min. 150 N/mm2 min. 150 N/m2

min. 35% min. 40%

– min. 45

Bending test No cracks at the edge of fold No cracks at the edge of fold

Bending back after folding test – No cracks  

Erichsen test – min. 7,5 mm

Remaining stretch in creeping 

Test criteria for elZinc´s standard rolled zinc:
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elZinc is committed to environmental protection, 
promoting practices that ensure sustainable 
development by using the best and most advanced 
technologies available in the market to develop our 
activity.

produced an Environmental Product Declaration 

who who strive towards ever more sustainable 
construction it provides all the relevant information, 
broken down and checked, on the environmental 
impacts of our products.

Another key factor in our environmental management 
is the selection of our suppliers. Our procurement 

friendly purchases and contracts, prioritising 
suppliers that incorporate sustainability criteria in their 
management, while always ensuring the high quality 
of the products and services they provide.

Our main supplier of raw materials is located in the 

minimal environmental impact from transport.

environment
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The key is understanding our clients in each country, anticipating their 
needs, getting them involved and building loyalty. This is why elZinc 

order to continuously improve its products and to perfect a sustainable, 
high-quality, durable construction material which leads all professionals 
in the building industry to regard it as the best choice for their projects.

The permanent collaboration of our R+D+I department with renowned 
technological centres and universities, allows us to progress in the 

already attained.

R&D&I
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Whether natural or pre-weathered, zinc is a material which is highly valued by 
architects and professional roofers. It allows great freedom in terms of aesthetics 
and architecture. It is perfectly suitable for all types of construction both in classical 
and modern architecture.

The precision in the composition of the alloy used and the implementation of 

- Optimal electrowelding performance due to its low surface oil content
- Limited fragility at low temperatures.

the
products
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elZinc Natural

elZinc
Natural
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elZinc Slate®

and on façades, or for interior work where the patina takes longer 
to form.

elZinc Slate® is also used in restoration and renovation since its 

easily.

The pre-weathering is performed using a non-polluting phosphate 
treatment that gives it a uniform appearance that would have been 

preserving its initial properties.

elZinc
Slate

®
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elZinc Rainbow® is a rolled zinc-titanium, which meets the 
European standard EN988, manufactured from elZinc Slate® 

pigments. The 35 organic coating provides additional anti-
corrosion protection.
 
Its attractive, natural and warm tones give it great aesthetic 

with its surroundings.

elZinc Rainbow® blue elZinc Rainbow® green elZinc Rainbow® red elZinc Rainbow® black elZinc Rainbow® gold elZinc Rainbow® brown

elZinc
Rainbow

®








